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Zoomisms

Those in Dodd need to yell FLUSH! Good deal?
Good deal! OK?! Three to a room is not a problem!
Last year was our best ever, I know we are going
to do better. Can I solve anyone's problems?
What do I need to be solving next? (a - b)(a + b).
FLUSH! I am a M.O.M.!! It was either cut back on the Program or
put you three to a room. I found a creative solution. FLUSH!
Neat. Thank You. Good Deal. This is just
a glitch that needs to be
worked out for next year. Who is they?
FLUSH! Chain of Command.
My title is director but my job description is problem
solving. Because they have stufed oranges in
the pool table they lose the privilege of using it.
What are you doing? EAT YOUR
CAKE, DON'T THROW IT. A's and TAs will not be allowed to
take cake parties this year; just one of last year's glitches that has
been fixed. FLUSH! Same floor space, just less air space; be
careful breathers. Cary, pull up your pants. Hi Harry! Mark! and
Paula! Did you hear them, they went Mooooo. Isn't it amazing?
Yes, ma'am. I'm sure your kids are eating well.
Oh, what a beautiful feccececliling....FLUSH!!!!
Faculty and Staff

front row
Robin Guillory - Creative Writing
Jennifer Loftin - Minority Literature
Salinda Russell - Trig and Adv. Math
Jimmy Fredericks - Speech
Rachel Roberts - Latin
David Neau - Chemistry
Jim David - Biology

second row
John Lohman - Research and Writing
Julie Peters - German
Nathan Wood - Economics
Mike Spivey - Computer Science
Leighia Lynn - Geometry

back row
Dr. Jane Griffin - Algebra I
Ms. Ann Cade - Algebra I
Ms. Dianna Bell - Research and Writing
Dr. Betsy Cochran - Ecology
Dr. Clayton Delery - Academic Writing
Mr. Mazhar Jamil - Trig and Adv. Math
Dr. Chris Magri - Astrophysics
Dr. Rich Engstrom - Government
Mr. Mike McGrath - Algebra II
Mr. Steve Sandifer - Geometry
Dr. Richard Loftin - Computer Science

not pictured
Dr. Susan Shapiro - Latin
Dr. Johnny Song - Physics
Dr. Steve Prince - Economics
Dr. Curt Phifer - Biology
Dr. Richard Brown - Military History
Ms. Pat Gresham - Counselor
Kara Stevens - copy goddess

Teaching Assistants

third row
Yohance Branch - Algebra I
Nick Gajcowski - Chaos
Mike Guidry - Algebra I
Ren Easterling - Ecology
Maggie Bailly - Etymology
Angie White - Algebra II

back row
Daryl Lathon - Shakespeare and Perf.
Tony Stanley - Military History
Sloan Snow - Government
Stanley Robinson - Robotics
Sean Schneyer - Astrophysics
Chuck Bradford - Logic
Mark Kelly - Robotics
Resident Advisors
(your cruise directors)

front row
Virginia Cecchini
Roblynn Gass
Becky Wood
Nikki McFarlain
Jennifer Porche
Ashley Amy
Jessica Stelly
Tate Wilson - Head RA Dodd
Nikeo Collins - Head RA Prudhomme

second row
Gina Gilchrist - Coor. of Residential Life
Christian Cecchini
Chris Coco
Grant Allen
James McPherson

James Hunter
Garrick Rose
Jacob Estes
third row
Richard Long
Martha Epperson
Carlton Downey
Jennifer House
Paula Crover
Sandra Felt
Jenny Magee
Travis Massey
Jon Tucker
Chris Sliwinski
Ike Okereke
mystery man
SPAIN

front row: Virginia Cecchini RA/TA, Brian Benson, Elizabeth Vines, Sarah Russell, Christian Cecchini - RA/TA
back row: Kyle Meyer, Jesse Crawford

sitting: Neha Patel, Shreya Patel, Christine Schorheide, Lindsay Miller, Biba Nijjar, Jim David - TA
standing: Tressie Conde, Marcia Espinal, Martha Epperson - RA, Joan Krupsky, Alex Baker, Jessica MacPherson, Amanda Arnold, Abby Abreo

MARTHA
Jenny's Juvenile Delinquents

bottom: Jenny Magee, above: Julie Peters

Friar Tuck's Monks
praying for mercy in front: Roger Ha, Pavin Bachreddy, Mike Turner, Alton Torregano, second row: Michael Hill, Mikhail Lambert-Oswald, Chuck Bradford - TA, Kris Dages, Jon Tucker - RA, Robbie Banta,
back row: Vinay Kothapalli, Geoffrey Kitzman, T.H. Waters, and Eric Ashton
The Hindi Homeys

back row:
Parag Shah, Justin Derbes, Elias Ioup, Rick Goodell, Jr., Arthur Welch III, Dustin Kennedy, John "Kirby" Case III

third row:
Jay Cahill, Zain Hakeem, Ravi Sangisetti, Priesh Patel

second row:
Sonny Konda, Vijay Kailas, Don Nguyen

front:
Mark Meudola, James Lynch, Gerald "JJ" Olivier, Nihar Patel,
Chris "Sly" Sliwinski

not pictured: Nathan Wood - TA

front row: Sonya Bamba, Paula Crover - RA, Leighia Lynn - TA, Reay Grundy
kneeling: Greshma Nairi, Lucy Lomas, Sabeen Faruqui, Rocio Martinez
standing: Yvonne McGehoe, Kaycee Sorensen, Danielle Ewing, Ashley Gammon
Alex Dang, Jasmine McKnight, and Diana Ray

Body Language
Becky's Boisterous Bunch

left: Becky Wood - RA
Erin Calhoun
Mary Yingst
Angela Tsai
Aislinn Carter
Sruhti Vangala

right: Maggie Bailly - TA
Chivonne Harrigal
Ann Styrvoky
Stephanie Demerest
Trina DasGupta
Jessica Wicke
Lily Shu

This bites, lets go to dinner!

Thang Le, Tim Chuang, Saras Shah, Channing Joseph, Garry Devai, James Williams
Doug Hibbard, Wylie MacRae
treed: Mike Hochberg, Hal Jackson, Daryl Lathon - TA, Gautam Gandhi, John Wise
and Brad Adams
at the E.R.: Grant Allen - RA and Prashant Kolluri
back row: Christina Nguyen, Caroline Williams
third row: Lexin Fontenot, Mai Nguyen, Amy Shaw
second row: Nikki McFarlain - RA, Leslie Marrell, Ylan Mui, Casae Hobbs, Roopa Nalam, Katherine Dunn, Stephanie Shenk - TA
front row: Dalilia Davis, Linda Le

Swathi Narra, Rebecca Fontaine, Palak Turakhia, Patricia Chen, Jennifer Massey, Ansu Mamman, Laurie Green, Jennifer Loflin - TA, Roblynn M. Gass - RA,
front row: Lauren Russeli, Saira Faruqui, Elizabeth Coleman, Kelly Cheng, Sara Cames

Shiny Happy People
Elmo's Angels

Jen P.

Fourth row: Jennifer Vance, Christina Little, Marion Lasiter
Third row: Melissa Mata, Nicole O'Brian, Lynn Hartley, Lisa Wiltz
Second row: Catherine Mixon, Kristy Waldron, Rachel Kuzio, Blaire Malkin, Caroline Walling
Front row: Jennifer Porche - RA, Ren Easterling - TA

Nameless, Blameless & Endless

Dunce: Michelle Wunsch, Jessica O'Rourke
Second row: Sandra Pelt - RA, Robyn Pickens, Breanne Shamburger, Madeline Gagnard, Elizabeth Carroll, Robin Guillory - TA, Celia Mangham, Kathie Drennan, Lauren Eppling, Courtney Collins, Marisa Guvvara, Elizabeth Schoen, Merrie Lynn Stewart, Laura Lowe, and Nicole Dandurand
Apathy and Ecstasy

back row: Nick Gajewski - TA, William Wu, Jacob Rubin, Koshy Matai, Ryan Spillers, Bobby Davis, Zachary Ouchley, Nilesh Lodhia, Manoj Matai, Stephen Ryland
middle row: James McPherson - RA, Vu Nguyen, Jonathan Jones
front row: Lewis Lyons, Jacob Broussard, Don Tontiaphol
center: Billy Miller

The Merry Pranksters

front row: Michael Chung, Neal Bakare, Lex Hubbard, Daniel Hsia
second row: David Neau - TA, Matt Funke, Steven Wright, Cliff Barbier, Brad Demerest, Travis Massey - RA
third row: Matt Wang, Sam Riché, Stephen Djedjos
pinnacle: Charles Lin
Jessica's Precious Lil' Angels

back row: Abby Spears, Kasia Kobeszyko, Lisa Horwitz, Sarah Hubert, Kelly Schwab, Anne Marie Frohmayer; kneeling: Tina Motwani, Lisa Villaretal, Cherie Guererro, Bonnie Barrilleaux
sitting: Anec Dave, Salinda Russell - TA, Jessica Stelly - RA, Kristin Ballard

Mother Gorphs Toilet Ducks

The Oxymorons

In Ten Years...

- Minda - will be lip-singing on Broadway
- Mary - will be an aerobics instructor
- Nady - will be a hermit in South America
- Huy - will convert the entire U.S. to health food
- Beca - will start her own clothing line
- Lind - will be Beca's number 1 customer
- Jenna - will be involved in counterintelligence (CIA)
- Remi - will be the next "Elmo" on Sesame Street
- Anja - will create a new universal language
- Goood - will be the leader of the band that rules the world
- Claude - will be the universal diplomat to Mars
- Joel - will still be wearing green combat boots
- Orlando - will be OLD!

Z-DAN

Top: Megan Johnson,
Shona Kulkarni,
Anya Winters,
Ashley Amy - RA,
Caroline Seale,
Isolde Krumrich,
Kemi Monashini,
Mary Ricaud,
Beca Partin,
Jenny Funke,
Minda King,
Huey Huang,
Adriene Caldwell,
not pictured:
Rachel Roberts - TA

front: Brian Hill; second row: Carlos Castrillo, III, Edwin Grundy, III, Blake Lemoine,
Michael Mayo, Jr., Jason Lott, Ancah Krishnan, Nathaneil Singleton
third row: Corey Cogswell, Alan Stone, Christopher Coco - RA, Minos "Jay"
Ponville, III, Alan Pelt, Mike Spivey - TA
The church of the 50 lbs. Velveeta smothered guitar playing chicken

JAMESH.

Chernobyl Children

second row: West Stout, Tony Stanley - TA, Matt Smith, Josh Harris, Kyle Concilla, Chris Lin
third row: James Deng, Michael Rodriguez, Asher Killian, Kevin Safford

front: David Higley, William Highsmith, Daniel Lewis, Michael Jallili, Jeremy Goldberg, James Rose
second row: CJ Ganier, John Klemmack, Danny Shratzer, James Hunter - RA, Marc Lehman, Dmitry Grigoriev, Mike Guilty - TA
top row: Joe Eggleston, Mark Shaw, Owen Helnwey, Mike Droske (hiding)
Cheap Tequila

front: Garrick Rose, RA, Brooks Barber, Tarun Chhabra, Clayton Kjos, Warren Price, Roy Ha, Scott Tucker
back: Joe Skaggs, Thong Le, Kris Barnett, Kevin Kneupper, Scott McDonald, Danny Tran, Jason Wu, Somil Trivedi, and John Toups

Tate's Trojans

top: Tate Wilson - RA, Andris Laivins, Matt Shoaf, Dean Cockerham
middle: Justin Sabrsula, John Finigan, Makeen Huda, Tom Belanger
sitting: Viral Shah
front: Casey Taylor, Austin Meyers, Paul Eugene, Lamar Walters
not pictured: Yohance Branch - TA, Jimmy Fredericks - TA
Cream of the Crop

front: Sojith Reddy, Chris Highsmith, Donald Barker III, Bryan Petit and Cary Stroup

A few good men (and an RA)

top: Thomas Madziel, Russell Joffrion, Sourav Sengupta, Jay Robicheaux, Jay Guise, Alex Heaton, Matt Kuzio; middle: Jacob Estes - RA, Fletcher Maumus (seated), Sean Schnayer - TA; bottom: Jason Au, Matthew Chauviere, Stanley Tsao, Jeff Fockler (seated), Grant Lin, Marco Altamirano, Sherman Chang

IKE

[Signature]

JACOB

[Signature]
Arthur's Harem

Arthur: most likely to live on life support
Bert: most likely to breed dying dinosaurs
Angie: most likely to sleep through her wedding
Amanda: most likely to win a goldfish-racing contest
Caroline: most likely to die of a sugar overdose
Crystal: most likely to become the next Maya Angelou
Denise: most likely to stalk kama reyes
Diana: most likely to become the next Ricki Lake
Jani: most likely to marry Dudley Lover & live in Panama
Katherine: most likely to find the Rainbow Connection
Kristy: most likely to have her gum surgically removed from her
Lori: most likely to be strangled by her own hair
Margaret: most likely to join the Psychic Friends' Network
Meghana: most likely to become a professional gambler
Minka: most likely to be interrupted
Minka: most likely to put typists out of business
Sarah: most likely to become Warren Sapp's soulmate
Sarah: most likely to cheat at card games

Arthur the dinosaur (center), directly behind clockwise: Denise Boyce, Sara Clarke, Sarah Walsh, Lori Schultz, Amanda Butler, Minka Stoyanova, Kristy Hasselhine, Diana Richey, Margaret McKee, Angie White - TA, Jenifer House - RA, Caroline Caperton, Jane Gruning, Meghana Kamath, Minna Oh, Katherine Swords, and Crystal Waldrup

Carlton's Little Nuts
One Day *

One day at ADVANCE '95, wet cigarette butts were served for lunch. It was an improvement from yesterday, because I hadn't eaten as many chilli dogs. We still look better than Tater Wilson no matter what we do, because we have Arthur. Who's Arthur? I'm called Elmo. I always remember to yell Flush! But we don't live in Dodd because we're cool! Shaft is one bad motha! But Shaft isn't constipated. Because he is stuck in the tree, we invented chainsaws, then we took over the world! Sandra made it a boot camp... when a 20 lbs. guitar playing chicken smothered us in melted Velveeta. Then Spam made a tasty dessert, but we didn't know about the Strychnine inside. So cancel my subscription to the Resurrection and sign me up for Playboy. Well, I just read it for the articles, not for the pictures. Now will you bow to anyone? You shall die before you see me bow to you, fool! Because Friar Tuck told you to put your pants on, then your shoes, and get out of my room!

* A creative thought provoking story assembled from phrases offered by each RA group under a two minute time limit.

TOP 10...

10. Biggest MOM on staff is indisputably Martha Kay.

9. Most inventive game while hanging out is "Smile If You Love Me."

8. The most original thing to do with the orange shoe string is:
   a. go hunting
   b. use it as the only legal weapon at ADVANCE '95
   c. "I'd rather not say"

7. The BEST ADVANCE '95 teacher is not mine, but the Military History teacher is pretty cool!

6. Easiest way to bend the rules..."Everything you want to do can be done on the stairwell."

5. The biggest fashion statement of ADVANCE '95 is the guys wearing makeup and multi-colored nail polish.

4. THE reason not to eat the food is..."It's alive, it moves, and it may have feelings, too."

3. Most common quote from an RA is..."Shut up and go to sleep."

2. The WORST thing about ADVANCE '95 is the smell.

1. The BEST thing about ADVANCE '95 is the FREE T-SHIRTS!
PROFILE OF THE AVERAGE ADVANCE STUDENT

I am obsessed with animals. I am a freak. No, sorry. I am 5'2" and 85 lbs. with black hair and brown eyes. I am a serious student and a boring introvert. I sometimes speak filthy language. I participated in the science fair in the first grade. I would like to play in the NBA someday. My girlfriend's name is ... she's really hot. Violence is cool. I can't spell. I am omnivorous. I like sports. I like to talk. I am an only child and can be really demanding. I do not like people who are overly polite or anything - or else I will kick you [sic] butt; 'scuse, I am boring. My hobbies are biking and neurosurgery. I like neatness and order, not necessarily cleanliness. I like to play with computers. I am fun-loving. I play soccer. Nice guy. I am tall. I know when to settle down. I like Rush. I'll always be happy. Easygoing, gregarious, indecisive, procrastinatating, loud, clumsy, big-footed person. I am a Boy Scout. I am a vegetarian! (and very indecisive). Please no roommates who are country or rap music listeners, gay bashers, racists, Nazis, pushy, spoilt snobbish people. I like Snapple and toast. I wear braces. I control my own BBS. I play guitar, violin, piano, cello, trumpet, clarinet and I speak French, German, Arabic, Japanese, Italian, Russian, Romance, Swahili, Afrikaans, and English. I am unique. I aspire to attend Harvard Business School. I am a Girl Scout. I like having a good wild and crazy time. I am a late riser and like to sleep in. I have always wanted to be a veterinarian. I dream a lot. I am an Objectivist/Repub.

I am alright.

compiled from 639 applications by the accounting firm of Smith, Smith, Jones, and Gahagan

PROFILE OF AN AVERAGE ADVANCE RA/TA

I am a Boy/Girl scout. I can drive. I am a certified lifeguard. I am a vegetarian. I am an omnivore. I speak ASL, French, Latin, Japanese, Polish, German, Italian, Spanish, West Texas, DeSoto Parish, Russian, Greek, C, and Pascal. I went to Louisiana School. I went to Louisiana School. I like birthday cakes. I'd rather eat at Cheng's. I don't have to be wrong to be dead. I need Harriet. I need Pat. I need Gina. I need my check. I require eight hours of sleep. I like to look at the stars. I am a late riser. I like to sleep in. I require a purple name tag to be identified as a staff member. I like to hit a ball with my head, a lot. I like a clean toilet. I'm full of opinions. It's my day off; can I go? I want to be a ninja when I grow up. I want to be a rock and roll star when I grow up. I rode around in a bus without a toilet for a long time. I like a clean toilet. I am polite when I answer the phone. I like my students/RA group. I like an even tan. No, Cary, I don't smoke dope. I think cartoon would like to do fimo tonight. I attend MIT, UNC, UNO, Tulane, Johns Hopkins, LSC, LSU, Beloit, Gustavus Adolphus, Ouechita Baptist, USM, Boston U, and Princeton. I have bagged groceries professionally and can instruct you on the proper way to tear a movie ticket in half. I have cleaned toilets professionally. I like a clean toilet. Emirio is our friend. I teach school. I want to be a doctor. I need a doctor. I've earned my Duck-torate from Uncle Walt (he's frozen, you know.) I can draw and do a physics problem at the same time. I can walk and chew gum at the same time. I can FLUSH! I am no change. I want some pizza. I am so hungry. I need my check. Hey, keep that thing out of that microwave. I wish I was fishing.
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Bye-Bye 'til Next Year, Baby.

Ms. Pat, a while back